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[ about ]

My name is John Hadaway. My interests mostly lie in the intersection between software systems
and cities.

In my logged-off hours, I like to cook, listen to music, write words and code, and rest. I am
currently based in Helsinki — via Chicago, Montpellier, London, Manila, Cebu City, Almaty,
Moscow, and Jakarta.

[ core competencies ]

data analysis & visualisation, spatial data
science, front-end engineering, design (web
design, prototyping, wireframing,
diagramming)

[ languages & technologies ]

Python (GeoPandas, Pandas, PySAL,
Matplotlib, Plotly, Dash), HTML, CSS, JSX,
JS (React, p5.js, Mapbox GL JS), SQL,
databases (MySQL, PostgreSQL, PostGIS),
SSG (11ty, Jekyll), R (ggplot, spdep)

[ tools ]

GeoDA, QGIS, Rhino, Figma, Tableau,
Microsoft (Excel, Power BI), Adobe
(Illustrator, Premiere, InDesign)

[ interests ]

cities, civic, social, & web technologies,
product development, information design

[ joys ]

cooking, coding, writing, music

[ links ]

website, blog, email, twitter, linkedin, github

https://johnhadaway.com/
https://johnhadaway.com/blog/
mailto:john@johnhadaway.com
https://twitter.com/john___hadaway
https://www.linkedin.com/in/john-hadaway-2b6935186/
https://github.com/johnhadaway
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[ plurality.net ]

I designed and built the first version of plurality.net, the site for Glen E. Weyl and Audrey Tang's
collaborative book project, "Plurality: Technology for Collaborative Diversity and Democracy." My
role involved working closely with the authors to understand their vision for the site and create a
design that supported reading and participation in the book's translation forks. I used Nunjucks,
CSS, and JavaScript (libraries: p5.js) to build the site on top of 11ty. See the project on Github.

[ website ]
[ role: web design, web dev ]

[ 2022 ]

https://github.com/johnhadaway/plurality.net


[ shrinking cities, estonia ]

At SPIN Unit, we worked with Estonian Ministry of Finance to analyse and visualise building-level
vacancy data across the country. My contributions included processing the spatial data,
programming spatial data analysis processes, and tooling the team for sense-making with
interactive maps made with Kepler GL. I also helped prepare and produce the final visualisations,
a small selection of which are displayed below. See this webpage for more information.

[ strategic urban research ]
[ role: spatial data science, data viz ]

[ 2022 ]

https://spinunit.org/2022-04-Shrinking-cities


[ recentre jyväskylä ]

At SPIN Unit, we produced Recentre Jyväskylä, a workshop that brought together a network of
Jyväskylä’s high-street actors. The goal was to help the actors connect with experts and each
other, and co-create a vision, manifesto, and timeline for the high-street through a workshop. I
was responsible for building tools in Python to analyze the city’s spatial data, designing printed
materials for facilitating deliberation, and building a website displaying the workshop’s outcomes.
See this webpage for more information.

[ strategic urban development ]
[ role: web design, spatial data science ]

[ 2021 ]

https://spinunit.org/2021-10-ReCenter-Jyvaskyla


[left] manifesto, pre-workshop

[right] manifesto, post-workshop (thickness of the line corresponds to the # of votes cast)



[ complex curves & plastic shapes ]

I took a studio course while at the University of Chicago, “Complex Curves and Plastic Shapes.”
Weekly design exercises were responses to readings about 20th century art and architecture. My
final project took an interest in the relationship between structural incompleteness and viewer
participation, leaning on Kobro, Umberto Boccioni, Cedric Price, and Peter Cook for reference.

[ design coursework ]
[ 2021 ]

[left] plan and four elevations of my final project

[right] render of the project



[left] literal drawings of an isamu noguchi (week 5/10)

[centre] literal render

[right] re-interpretation



[ hku guild ]

As a Summer Design Fellow at the HKU Guild, the home for the creative arts at the University of
Hong Kong, I worked on various design tasks: reusable static and animated visual components,
trailers used for on-campus marketing, and assets and web layout ideation for a collaboration
with the Hong Kong Ballet, The Situation Room.

[ misc. design tasks ]
[ role: digital design, web design ]

[ 2020 ]

https://www.hkuguild.com/situation-room/




[ aaschool ]

From 2019 to 2020, I studied architecture at the Architectural Association. I learned how to
draw, model, and analyse spaces, to reduce them to formal features, and to make analytic
arguments about their totality with diagrams. The work presented here (an analysis of Gaudí’s
Casa Milà and Álvaro Siza’s Leça Pools) is a selection from a wider portfolio of work.

[ architectural design coursework ]
[ misc. 2019 - 2020 ]

[left] a plan and three sections of the Leça Swimming Pools (not drawn to scale)

[right] diagrammatic representation (typology, programme, and circulation)



[left] a plan, section, and elevation of Casa Milà (not drawn to scale)

[bottom] diagrammatic representation of the programme of the building and unit plans



[ aarcade ]

While studying at the Architectural Association, I initiated the AArcade, a student-run humour
publication. It was a platform for students to write and illustrate critical, satirical pieces about
the architecture profession from our perspective as students. It engaged a group of roughly 10
contributors. The website is live here.

[ side project, student-run publication ]
[ role: writing, design ]

[ 2020 ]

https://aarcade.aaschool.ac.uk/


[ art in space ]

Experimenting with ways to discover private art collections, we extracted a convolutional neural
network’s internal representations the MoMA's collection, and plotted them using a
dimensionality-reduction technique, t-SNE. The goal was to create a map that showed similar
works clustering together, that prioritized chance over metadata. I helped design a web interface
for this, built with React, which was later extended into a VR experience, built with Unity, as part
of my coursework. The executable for the VR experience is available on Github.

[ side project, vr experience + web interface ]
[ role: design, development ]

[ 2020 ]

[left] concept drawings for the VR experience

[right] react.js prototype

https://github.com/johnhadaway/art-in-space-vr


[ metanar ]

MetaNAR was a workshop within the (Re)configuring Territories programme at the Narva Art
Residency. We were interested in mapping Narva’s digital spaces using artistic research. I co-
facilitated the workshop, prepared technologies and Jupyter notebooks for the workshop,
visualised some of the participant-led research, and worked closely on two projects: extracting
the style of ads in the city-centre, and mapping dachas on the city’s periphery.

[ urban research workshop ]
[ role: facilitation ]

[ 2019 ]

[left] representation of street centrality

[right] geotagged social media images mapped onto a color wheel



[left] latent space of the Dacha GAN

[right] style extractions (style transfer without the content loss) of street-level ads



[ articulyze ]

We wrote an application (Python) that scraped the web for articles about crisis zones and ranked
them according to their similarity to articles that had won a Pulitzer Prize in International
Reporting. The application, though naive, proved useful, so we built a website, Articulyze, to
interface it. A small group of users provided feedback while it was live. I was in charge of
developing the frontend and backend (PHP, HTML, Bootstrap CSS) and gradually improving the
project. See the project on Github.

[ side project, website ]
[ role: web design, web dev ]

[ 2018 ]

https://github.com/johnhadaway/articulyze
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